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Abstract 

Solar flares are Nature’s active-experiment upon a planet’s upper atmosphere and ionosphere.  

Observed effects at Earth are consistent with a “second-sunrise” scenario that produces 

changes in electron density, electron temperature, and plasma dynamics.  A solar active 

region in September 2017 provoked ionospheric disturbances due to solar flares observed at 

Earth (6 September) and later at Mars (10 and 17 September).  Incoherent scatter radar 

observations from the Millstone Hill Observatory showed a burst of upward diffusion due to 

electron temperature enhancements.  We explore the companion possibility of flares causing 

upward drifts and plasma escape at Mars.  Solar observations made by the EUV Monitor 

instrument on the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) satellite are used to 

portray the time histories of irradiance changes to determine the “early” (onset to peak 

emission) and “late” (decay to background) time scales for these flares.  During the initial 

phase of a flare (when photons ionize an atmosphere unmodified by flare heating), MAVEN 

was well above the ionosphere and thus no in-situ data are available to asses this period of 

possible plasma escape.  Estimates made using a simple terrestrial model for plasma drifts in 

the topside ionosphere suggest that escape rates can be enhanced at Mars at “early” times.  

The “late time” effects observed below 400 km two hours after the flare onset times did not 

reveal conclusive remnants of the proposed mechanism.  No model of the Martian 

thermosphere-ionosphere system has produced a self-consistent simulation of solar flare 

effects upon Mars’ upper atmosphere and ionosphere.  

1 Introduction 

Planets with atmospheres are remarkably diverse (Catling & Kasting, 2017). Within 

our solar system, giant planets have their original atmospheres of hydrogen and helium 

(Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune), while the smaller planets have either secondary 

atmospheres of carbon dioxide, nitrogen and oxygen (Venus, Earth and Mars), or no 

permanent atmosphere (Mercury). While the escape of the primordial light-element 

atmospheres of the terrestrial planets was totally efficient, the relatively high gravity of 

Venus and Earth led to retention of their robust secondary atmospheres of heavier gases. The 

thin atmosphere currently found at Mars is the exception, and understanding that case study is 

one of the major goals of solar system science.   

The study of escaping atmospheres deals with the transport of both neutrals and 

plasmas (Schunk & Nagy, 2009).  An enormous literature exists on both topics using diverse 

terminologies (e.g., outflows, escape fluxes, beams and plumes).  The many drivers of escape 

range from internal conditions (e.g., temperature) to external forces (e.g., solar wind). To our 

knowledge, no study has considered solar flare effects upon an atmosphere as causing a 

distinct mode of escape. That is the topic of this paper. Our focus is on Mars, yet guided by 

previous studies of flare effects at Earth.   

A very brief summary of prior work on the ionized component of escape at Mars 

begins with results from the Russian Phobus-2 mission (Lundin et al., 1989), followed by the 

many studies using the European Space Agency’s Mars Express data sets (Barabash et al., 

2007; Dubinin et al., 2009; Fränz et al., 2010; Lundin et al., 2008, 2009; Nilsson et al., 2010, 

2011; Ramstad et al., 2013, and references therein). The global escape rates for electrons and 

ions found in all of these prior studies consistently fell within the range of ~10
24

 to ~10
25

 per 

second.   
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NASA MAVEN mission strives to quantify the current escape processes for neutral 

and ionized gases at Mars and to use them to estimate long-term atmospheric loss (Jakosky, 

2015). Plasma escape rates found using MAVEN observations are also in ~10
24

 to ~10
25

/sec 

range.  Brain et al. (2015) estimated a lower bound value of 3 x 10
24

 /sec for ions with 

energies > 25 eV observed beyond the ionosphere (but originating in the ionosphere, h < 400 

km). Jakosky et al. (2015) combined observations and modeling to arrive at a rate of ~1.5 x 

10
24

 ions/sec for low solar wind conditions. Mendillo et al. (2017a) used changes in total 

electron content to quantify the portion of the topside ionosphere lost during ionopause 

lowering events caused by changing solar wind conditions.  Their estimated a global loss rate 

of ~3 x 10
24

 ions/sec.  In all of these cases, the cause of plasma escape was attributed to 

ambient or enhanced solar wind effects, namely, “pick-up” or “stripping” of the ions and 

electrons in the topside ionosphere of Mars.  Dong et al. (2015) note that on average about 

one-fourth of the O
+
 escaping flux comes from the north polar region in the Mars-Sun-

Electric field (MSE) coordinate system. 

From a comparative ionosphere perspective, at Earth the outflow of O
+
-rich plasma 

also occurs but through different acceleration mechanisms characteristic of cusp and high 

latitude processes.  The numerical values of aggregate ionospheric escape rates are about an 

order of magnitude larger, with the destination for ionospheric plasma being the 

magnetosphere.  For example, the DE-1 spacecraft found total accelerated (10 eV – 10+ keV) 

ion outflow rates of 4-5 x 10
25

 ions/sec at quiet magnetic times regardless of solar activity 

(Yau et al., 1985).  Strangeway et al. (2005, 2010) derived outflow scaling laws based on 

observations of cusp-region outflows at 4000 km altitude, using data from the Fast Auroral 

Snapshot Explorer (FAST), and reached these same net flux values. During geomagnetic 

storms, the magnetosphere plasma of ionospheric origin escapes via plasmoid motion down 

the tail, and sometimes a portion is dynamically lost at the magnetopause boundary.  

Moreover, storm-time escape rates via ExB driven advection of cold plasma to cusp outflow 

regions in the ionosphere can reach considerably larger values > 10
26 

ions/sec.  This is a 

sufficient rate of plasma motion to redistribute a 1-Earth radius shell of the outer 

plasmasphere towards the dayside magnetopause (Foster et al., 2004).   

In this study, we explore a hitherto unexplored mechanism for ionospheric escape at 

Mars—one that might occur following a solar flare.  The increases in ionospheric densities 

due to a sudden enhancement of EUV radiation ionizing neutrals above the altitude of 

maximum electron density (hmax) offer a new population of ions and electrons to escape by 

vertical plasma diffusion and/or “pick-up” by solar wind magnetic fields and plasma flow.   

We approach this mechanism by studying flare induced plasma dynamics at Earth where 

powerful ground-based diagnostics capture the physical processes operating, and then we 

apply those findings to Mars.  There are no evolutionary consequences to “Earth-as-a-planet” 

due to flare-induced escape or to seasonally-dependent escape rates (Peterson et al., 2001).  

At Mars, however, escape fluxes ten to a hundred times smaller have certainly affected the 

global Martian environment (Jakosky et al., 2015). The Earth’s thermosphere and ionosphere 

are so robust that episodic escape of ionospheric plasma produced by a flare has no long-term 

implications. Can the same be said for Mars?  With a far more tenuous atmosphere, low 

gravity, cold temperatures and no global magnetic field, might flare-induced plasma escape 

from Mars’ topside ionosphere have evolutionary consequences? 

In Section 2, we summarize the Haystack Observatory/Millstone Hill first-ever 

observations by an incoherent scatter radar (ISR) of plasma processes in the topside 

ionosphere (h > hmax) caused by a large solar flare at Earth.  This was for the flare of 7 

August 1972, as described in Mendillo and Evans (1974).  The un-anticipated result to 

emerge from that study was the prominent role of vertical plasma dynamics. In Section 3, we 
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describe why prior and subsequent flare effect observations by the ISR technique have been 

difficult to obtain. In Section 4 we describe new ISR observations of flare-induced effects 

made on 6 September 2017.  This event is of particular interest because it relates to the same 

solar active region that produced subsequent flares that affected the ionosphere at Mars four 

days later (10 September 2017), and again a week later (17 September 2017).  In Section 5, 

we conclude with a discussion of solar flares as a new source of ionospheric loss at Mars.  

Section 6 describes MAVEN’s ionospheric observations on 10 and 17 September 2017 and 

Section 7 gives a summary. 

2 Prior Observations 

2.1 Terrestrial Observing Methods 

There are several main ways to observe enhancements in the Earth’s ionosphere 

produced by solar flare photons: ground-based ionosondes, incoherent scatter radars, cosmic 

radio absorption by the ionosphere (riometers), and satellite-to-ground radio methods.   An 

ionosonde uses radio reflection methods in the HF band (3-30 MHz) to observe electron 

densities at and below the altitude of maximum electron density (hmax).   These include the 

maximum electron density of the F-layer (NmF2) at h ~300 km, with a prominent secondary 

layer in the E-layer (NmE at h ~ 110 km).  During a flare, the most energetic photons 

penetrate to the D-layer (h < ~80 km) to produce ionization that results in the absorption of 

radio waves from cosmic background sources as measured by riometers.  In these situations, 

D-layer absorption often causes the loss of ionosonde diagnostic information about the E and 

F layers early in the flare’s temporal pattern (≤ 10-20 minutes).  

Satellite radio beacon signals in the VHF (30-300 MHz) and UHF (0.3- 3 GHz) range 

are usually unaffected by D-layer absorption, and thus can be used to measure total electron 

content [TEC = ∫Ne(h) dh] during a flare.  While TEC increases due to flares have been 

observed, specification of their altitude components is not possible from this information 

alone.   

The most comprehensive ionospheric diagnostic uses very weak radar backscatter 

from electrons in the ionosphere, modified electrostatically by the presence of ions (Evans, 

1969). Originally called the Thomson scatter technique, but with improved understanding of 

the physics, it is now called the Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR) method.  The benefit of the 

ISR observations is that the spectrum of the returned radar signal provides direct, 

quantitative, altitude-resolved information on profiles of electron density, ion composition, 

electron and ion temperatures and plasma dynamics.   

For temporal resolution, modern ionosondes provide data every fifteen minutes (and 

often every five minutes).  The worldwide Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 

network, including the US Global Positioning System (GPS), produces trans-ionospheric 

TEC data on a minute-by-minute basis.  Ionosondes and GPS systems operate continuously 

from many sites spanning the globe, and thus flare effects are capable of being “routinely” 

observed.  This is in marked contrast to results from ISR facilities that are resource-intensive 

to maintain and operate.  Some of the large radars also have multiple users (e.g., radio and 

radar astronomy at the Arecibo Observatory), meaning observations must be time 

multiplexed.  The restricted duty-cycles for ISR observations result in considerably smaller 

ionospheric data coverage for rare events such as strong solar flares.  For example, ISR 

observations at Millstone Hill routinely occur for approximately 1000 hours per year (~3.5 

days per month). Similar or slightly larger observing time for ionospheric monitoring occurs 

at the Arecibo Observatory, some of which is separately dedicated to coordinated 
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international “world day” operations.  Since flares are not predictable events for instrument 

scheduling purposes, there are remarkably few observations of ionospheric flare effects 

observed by ISR methods.  

2.2. Studies of Solar Flare Effects upon the Terrestrial Ionosphere 

Ionosonde observing methods have operated for many decades on a global basis, and 

thus case studies of flare effects upon the Earth’s ionosphere also span many decades (Mitra, 

1974). Prior to the Mendillo and Evans (1974) case study, however, only one previous report 

of flare effects observed by an ISR had been reported. Thome and Wagner (1971) used the 

ISR at the Arecibo Observatory to describe flares in May 1971.  In that study, emphasis was 

given to heights below 240 km, with no reliable measures of electron densities or electron 

temperatures in the topside ionosphere.  More recently, a similar emphasis upon the lower 

ionosphere occurred using simultaneous data sets from three ISRs (Millstone Hill, MA; 

Sondrestrom, Greenland; Tromso, Norway) for the flare of 7 September 2005 (Xiong et al., 

2011). Thus, for both ISR and ionosonde methods (as recently emphasized by Handzo et al., 

2014), virtually all prior observations of flare effects pertain to data from heights below the 

altitude of maximum electron density (hmax).  This is where strong flare enhancements in X-

rays produce proportionally larger effects upon the E-layer (h ~ 110 km) than those caused by 

the EUV component of flare irradiance that modifies the F-layer (h >200 km).  Yet, with the 

overall electron density profile Ne(h) capable of being affected by a flare, it is not surprising 

that the ionosphere’s TEC has pronounced flare-induced enhancements (Garriott et al., 1967; 

Mendillo et al., 1974; Tsurutani et al., 2009).  

Figure 1 presents the ISR profiles of electron density obtained during the solar flare 

event of 7 August 1972 by the ionospheric radar at Millstone Hill (42.6
o
 N, 70.5

o
W).  As 

anticipated from ionosonde studies, the flare’s EUV produced smaller enhancements of 

electron density in the F-layer (h ≥ hmax) than those produced by X-rays in the E-layer.  Our 

emphasis here is upon the F-layer where the change was +25% for Nmax and +31% for TEC 

(with 14 % below hmax and 42% above hmax).  Figure 2 shows the results from the spectral 

analysis of the radar returns—altitude profiles of electron temperature (Te), ion temperature 

(Ti), and bulk plasma drift (Vz). The major result coming from this event was the surge in 

vertical plasma drift (Vz) shown in right panel.  Driven by the suddenly high electron 

temperatures (center panel) from the flare’s photo-electron heating, the upward flux (F = Ne x 

Vz) at 600 km is 4 x 10
12 

ion-electron pairs/m
2
-sec. The pre-flare value was zero flux at 600 

km.  Past studies of plasma fluxes are generally characterized as having upward values during 

the day and downward at night, with magnitudes of ~few x 10
12

/m
2
 sec (Banks & Kockarts, 

1973; Evans, 1971; Schunk & Nagy, 2009).  Global circulation models for the upper 

atmosphere, e.g., TIME-GCM (Roble & Ridley, 1994), typically use such values for case 

studies of average morphologies (Rishbeth et al., 2009).  

The event of 7 August 1972 was the first to associate a flare with a sudden and 

significant upward flux of plasma within the Earth’s topside ionosphere.  Even with a 

magnitude comparable to (or exceeding) typical daytime upward fluxes, there were no long-

term consequences of significance.  This is due to the strong confinement of ionospheric 

plasma exerted by the terrestrial geomagnetic field.  An upward flux simply fills the vast 

regions called the plasmasphere—a donut-shaped domain extending to 4-6 earth-radii 

surrounding the Earth.  There are episodes of erosion of that reservoir that occur during 

geomagnetic storms, when electrodynamics induced by changes in solar wind parameters 

result in the loss of plasma (Schunk & Nagy, 2009).  Typically, recovery of the 

plasmaspheric reservoir occurs on time scales of ~days—driven by the normal daily 
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ionization of the neutral atmosphere and upward diffusion of plasma (Sandel & Denton, 

2007, and references therein).   

2.3. Flare Studies at Mars 

The first report of a solar flare effect at Mars was that by Gurnett et al. (2005) using 

the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS) topside 

sounder radar on Mars Express.  They found an enhancement of ~30% in the maximum 

electron density of the M2-layer (NmM2) as the response to an X1.1 flare on 15 September 

2005—an effect that persisted for less than seven minutes (Nielsen et al., 2006). A topside 

sounder has no access to the electron density profiles below hmax, and thus radio occultation 

studies were the first to show the dramatic, low-altitude effects within the Martian bottomside 

ionosphere (M1-layer) caused by the soft X-ray components of two solar flares (Mendillo et 

al., 2006).  The event of 15 April 2001 was an X14.4 flare and that of 26 April 2001 was an 

M7.8 flare.  These case studies included simultaneous flare effect observations recorded by 

ionosondes at Earth.  This first-ever two planet study of flares was made possible by the 

special geometry of Earth and Mars being nearly aligned with respect to the Sun (i.e., Mars 

was in opposition phase), and thus the same solar irradiance enhancements impacted both 

planets. 

Mahajan et al. (2009) offered confirmation of flare effects in the Mars Global 

Surveyor (MGS) data base.  Fallows et al. (2015) expanded on Mars in opposition-phase 

studies using twenty flares observed from Earth orbit during the years 2000-2005.  Again 

using the MGS data base of radio occultation profiles, Fallows et al. (2015) placed their 

emphasis on the M1-layer, offering a method to estimate flare-induced ionospheric 

enhancements.  

The first studies of flare effects conducted using MAVEN instruments dealt with 

heating of the neutral atmosphere (Thiemann et al., 2015) and photo-electrons produced by 

flares (Peterson et al, 2016). We report here on the flare events of 6, 10 and 17 September 

2017 to explore the situation of a single rotating solar active region provoking enhanced 

photon fluxes affecting two planets at widely separated orbital longitudes.  In contrast to 

previous studies, we concentrate on the M2-layer and, in particular, at altitudes above the 

height of maximum electron density (h > hmax) where upward plasma flow is possible. 

3 Flares in September 2017 

September 2017 was a period of sustained solar activity with flares dominated by 

Active Region AR12673. On 6 September 2017, an X9.3 flare occurred near 11:53 UT (with 

peak emission near 12:02 UT and end time at near 12:13 UT).  Viewed from Earth, the active 

region was ~45
o
 W from disk center.  Four days later (10 September), an X8.2 flare occurred 

near 15:50 UT (with peak emission near 16:14 UT and end time near 16:51 UT).  This same 

active region was near the limb as seen from Earth, but also observed at Mars by MAVEN’s 

solar EUV Monitor (Eparvier et al., 2015).  Ten days later (17 September), an M3.4 flare 

occurred near disk center, as viewed from Mars.  The start time was near 11:45 UT and 

enhanced emission lasted for hours. Figure 3 provides the time histories of the four flares 

discussed in this paper (1972, 2017). Note, the reported flare times for the 7 August 1972 and 

6 September 2017 flares correspond with when the flare irradiance reached Earth, whereas 

the reported flare times for the 10 and 17 September 2017 correspond with when the flare 

irradiance reached Mars.  The difference in light travel time between the two planets is ~4 

minutes.  

For all four flare events, as anticipated, the pre-event (ambient) EUV fluxes are higher 
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than the SXR magnitudes.  The former account for the F-layer at Earth and the M2-layer at 

Mars, while the latter produce the terrestrial E-layer and the Martian M1-layer. The EUV 

patterns are the ones of interest for the topside ionosphere domains at both planets.  As shown 

by the red curves in panels (a) and (b), the two flares observed by the ISR at Millstone Hill 

are relatively similar with EUV peak values of ~5 mW/m
2
. The major flare affecting Mars on 

10 September 2017 shown in panel (c) is also one with maximum emission of ~5 mW/m
2
, 

while the event of 17 September 2017 shown in panel (d) had fluxes of about half that value. 

The patterns for the September 2017 events in panels (b) and (c) have rapid rise and fall times 

in comparison to the more prolonged profile in panel (d).  

Enhanced solar fluxes cause multiple effects over different time spans.  The sudden 

impact of more photons produces the equivalent of a solar maximum irradiance impacting a 

solar minimum neutral atmosphere.  Large increases in photo-ionization produce large 

enhancements in electron densities.  This initial phase lasts for perhaps 10-20 minutes 

depending on the time profile of the flare.  Following this “early time” phase of solar photon 

absorption and ionization, the heated neutral atmosphere undergoes expansion.  The solar 

irradiance continues to ionize the atmosphere now self-consistently in equilibrium with the 

Sun’s output.  

Flares also produce a population of solar energetic particles (SEPs) that travel at high 

speeds throughout the solar system.  For Mars, with no global magnetic field to shield the 

atmosphere, collisions of SEPs and neutral gases can add plasma to the ionosphere.  Lillis 

and Fang (2015) have modeled such effects for a broad range of energetic particles.  For the 

topic of interest here—the time span of flare photons producing ionization (tens of minutes to 

a ~ hour)—it is important to realize that the SEPs do not provide a second source function at 

“early times.”  As shown in Table 1 of Lee et al. (2018), SEP electrons arrived three hours 

after the peak flare time, and SEP ions arrived after two to three additional hours.  Thus, the 

ionospheric flare effect at Mars treated here is the photon-atmosphere interaction only. 

3.1. The 6 September 2017 Flare Effect at Earth 

Figure 4 shows Earth ionospheric observations at mid-latitudes from the Millstone 

Hill ISR on 6 September 2017 during the X9.3 class flare event that commenced at 11:53 UT.  

At the time, the radar was making vertical ionospheric observations with ~4 minute temporal 

resolution using its 68 meter zenith pointed antenna and a standard experiment mode 

providing E and F region and near topside ionospheric information on a time-interleaved 

basis. E and F region measurements occurred at 36 km altitude resolution and 4.5 km altitude 

steps, and topside region measurements occurred at 144 km altitude resolution with 72 km 

altitude steps.  For the results here, the E and F region data were further smoothed with a ~20 

km wide low pass filter.  The parameters in Figure 4 show E and F region electron density 

(bottom left) and electron temperature (bottom middle) at 100-350 km; Topside region 

electron density (top left), electron temperature (top middle left), vertical velocity (top middle 

right), and total ionospheric flux (top right) at 350-600 km. For each panel, pre-flare (blue), 

flare maximum (red), and post-flare (black) curves are given, with dashed lines for E/F region 

profiles and solid lines for topside region profiles. The bottom right curve provides timing 

context for the Millstone Hill ionospheric profiles by showing 1-8 A solar flux as measured 

by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)-15 spacecraft during 9 – 

18 UT, with times of the three ionospheric topside profiles marked with corresponding colors 

and line styles.  

As discussed above, there are two time-scales for flare effects—a prompt ionization 

of the undisturbed upper atmosphere, followed by continued solar-induced ionization of the 
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expanded atmosphere that results from flare heating.  The effects of prompt ionization can 

clearly be seen in the enhanced flare maximum electron density curves throughout the entire 

ionosphere.  Given that this flare occurred near sunrise, “late time” effects include both of 

these processes.  Our emphasis, however, is upon the prompt response to flare onset above 

the F region peak.  Figure 4 shows that the ambient positive (upward) drifts after sunrise 

experience a surge by nearly a factor of two at heights above 400 km, maximizing at and 

above 550 km altitude. The upward flare-induced flux maximizes near 450 km at 5-6 x 10
14

 

ion-electron pairs/m
2
/sec, and is associated with a ~400 K increase in electron temperature 

throughout the topside. While this is only the second time such effects have been reported in 

the literature using observations from Millstone Hill since 1972, the flare induced upward 

flux is unmistakable, and nearly the same as found for the 1972 solar flare described in 

Figures 1 and 2.  While statistically limited, these case studies (as well as one for 7 

September 2005; S. Zhang, private communication) suggest that an enhancement of upward 

plasma flux occurs for large flares observed at Earth. 

3.2. September 2017 Flare Effects at Mars 

Prior to the solar events of September 2017, MAVEN observations have documented 

the thermal expansion (“late phase”) of the Martian thermosphere over a broad range of flare 

magnitudes (Thiemann et al., 2015). The altitudes of unit optical depth (i.e., the heights 

where ionospheric layers form) simply move upward with the expanding neutral atmosphere, 

resulting in weak (if any) plasma enhancements and lower electron temperatures due to 

cooling to CO2.  Thus, to observe the crucial initial phase of a flare’s enhanced irradiance 

impacting the pre-flare atmosphere—when ionospheric densities and electron temperatures at 

fixed heights are enhanced—observations are needed close to the flare maximum emission 

time that is typically in the first ten minutes after flare onset. Due to MAVEN’s highly 

elliptical orbit with a period of 4.5 hour, its presence within the ionosphere (~400 km 

inbound to periapse to ~400 km outbound) lasts for approximately twenty minutes.  For this 

reason, there have been no published accounts of plasma changes within the ionosphere (h < 

400 km) during the short initial phase of a flare.  Faced with that observational gap, we report 

on models of flares at Earth (Section 4) and then make a prediction of possible short-term 

effects at Mars (Section 5). In Section 6 we summarize MAVEN data sets from 10 and 17 

September when ionospheric observations were made approximately two hours after each 

flare.  

4 Model Results 

Simulation of solar flare effects at Earth and Mars have concentrated on the altitudes 

where the greatest changes in electron density occur.  These are the lower/secondary layers 

(E at Earth and M1 at Mars) where enhancements in soft X-rays produce far greater electron 

density increases (in percent) than those due to the EUV wavelengths that ionize the layers of 

maximum electron density (F at Earth and M2 at Mars). For Earth, Mendillo and Evans 

(1974) used a simple analytical model to relate the observed vertical drifts to electron 

temperature enhancements caused by the flare.  To date, no advanced simulation code has 

been used to explore self-consistently the flare effects upon both electron densities and 

temperatures.  Smithtro et al. (2006) used a Time Dependent Ionospheric Model (TDIM) that 

had approximations and parameterizations for the secondary ionization and electron 

temperature enhancements caused by a sudden burst in photo-electrons during a flare.  They 

succeeded in reproducing ionosonde and TEC signatures using the thermal expansion process 

to account for decreases in peak density while TEC was enhanced.  No values of plasma drift 

speeds or upward fluxes of plasma were presented. A follow-up study by Sojka et al. (2013) 
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used the same model with improved solar irradiance input to characterize flare effects in the 

lower ionosphere, with topside results similar to those in Smithtro et al. (2006). Using a fully 

numerical global model (TIME-GCM), Qian et al. (2010, 2011) conducted simulations of 

ionospheric enhancements (E-layer and TEC) resulting from different locations of flares on 

the solar disk, as well as differences in flare rise and decay times.  Results from these TIME-

GCM model experiments dealt mainly with production and loss effects in the bottomside 

ionosphere.  While TEC results were presented, minimal attention was given to changes in 

the topside ionosphere—only mentioning that “Contributions by electron transport processes 

were relatively weak.” 

For Mars, the flare simulations described by Lollo et al. (2012) dealt with photo-

chemistry-only by eliminating plasma dynamics in the code described in Mendillo et al. 

(2011).  Unfortunately, their results cannot offer quantitative insights into the transport issue 

raised here.  As shown in their Figure 13, flare-induced plasma enhancements appeared in the 

topside ionosphere but, with plasma diffusion suppressed, the plasma was constrained to 

remain where it was produced.  The photo-electrons created in the topside ionosphere would 

be expected to enhance electron temperatures—leading to an increase in upward diffusion 

and horizontal (day-to-night) plasma escape. Estimates of such a mechanism will be 

presented below.  

In summary, simulations of plasma dynamics driven by flare-induced enhancements 

of electron density and electron temperature have never been modeled successfully at Earth, 

e.g., by self-consistent simulations that re-produce the observed altitude profiles of Ne, Te and 

plasma velocities shown in Mendillo and Evans (1974).  While plasma escape at Earth occurs 

during geomagnetic storms due to solar wind – magnetosphere – ionosphere coupling, it does 

not have a major evolutionary consequence to Earth as a planet.  The situation is completely 

different at Mars.  While there is no global magnetic field to hinder upward diffusing plasma 

at Mars, there are induced draped magnetic field lines that hinder vertical diffusion and, more 

importantly, re-direct plasma flow to the anti-sunward (cross-terminator) direction.   Solar 

flare induced modes of plasma escape—acting over billions of years—could be significant at 

Mars.  They require a new and comprehensive approach to self-consistent modeling to 

determine how solar flares might have altered the Martian environment over billions of years. 

5 Discussion and Estimates of Flare-induced Upward Plasma Drifts 

The consequence of a sudden appearance of solar photons at Earth is a phenomenon 

well known—the daily sunrise formation of the ionosphere.  A solar flare provokes 

remarkably similar effects, but following a scenario that can occur suddenly at any point 

under daytime conditions. In effect, flares offer a “second sunrise” but in an exaggerated 

manner of magnitude and following a shorter time scale. At low altitudes, X-rays produce the 

pre-flare E-layer at 110 km and the diurnal pattern of its electron density follows changing 

solar zenith angles.  Due to being embedded in a dense neutral atmosphere, there is no 

significant plasma transport and photo-electrons at those altitudes produce secondary 

ionization, but do not modify thermal equilibrium (Te = Ti = Tn).  A solar flare simply follows 

the same scenario, adding to the pre-flare morphology of the E-layer.  

For the F-layer at ~300 km, sunrise provokes a far more complicated scenario—and 

yet again solar flares again offer an intense version of it.  As sunrise occurs, photo-electrons 

collide with the remnant electrons of the nighttime (pre-dawn) terrestrial ionosphere and raise 

their temperature.  At the height of maximum electron density (NmF2), plasma diffusion 

competes with photo-chemistry and thus higher temperatures cause thermal expansion and 

enhanced diffusion (up and down).  Most often, this reduces the value of NmF2 as plasma 
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flows downward to regions of higher loss or upward into the topside ionosphere.  Thus, the 

immediate effect of sunrise is a decrease in NmF2.  This was initially called the Sunrise 

Anomaly until the full explanation was known (see Evans, 1968, and references therein). 

Flares often cause the same scenario—that is, while the E-layer is enhanced, the F-layer 

shows a small decrease in electron density (Handzo et al., 2014).  This does not always occur, 

probably depending on the flare location on the solar disk (Handzo et al., 2014).  For the 

cases shown in Figures 1 and 4, there were increases in NmF2.  The key point of interest here 

is not the response in NmF2 but the enhanced electron temperatures at higher altitudes that 

drive upward drift.  

Evans (1971) presented a simple model of how plasma temperatures affect 

ionospheric drifts in the Earth’s topside ionosphere. It was assumed that above some 

reference level (zo) production and loss of plasma are negligible, the ion composition is O
+
, 

the plasma temperature (Te + Ti) is constant with height, and the topside electron density can 

be represented using the hydrostatic equilibrium (exponential with scale height) law.  These 

are reasonable approximations for the daytime ionosphere.  If the plasma temperatures 

increase at a constant rate with time, the plasma scale height [H = k (Te + Ti)/mig] changes as 

dH/dt = constant; if the density at the reference level also changes at a constant rate, then 

dNo/dt = constant.  Evans (1971) showed that for hydrostatic equilibrium to be maintained 

under these changes, there must be a flux of plasma through zo, with the vertical velocity 

given by 

                                                (1) 

Mendillo and Evans (1974) referred to the first quantity as the “pressure term” and the 

second as the “thermal term”—the first providing a constant value while the second gave 

values that increased with altitude.  They showed that the altitude dependence of observed 

vertical drift shown in Figure 1 was well represented by the second term in equation (1), 

using observations to determine zo = 525 km, H = 300 km, ∆h =25 km and ∆t = 600 seconds.  

Figure 4’s results for the 6 September 2017 solar flare follow this same scenario. 

What might equation (1) say about flare effects at Mars?  Evans (1971) addressed the 

case of vertical plasma diffusion (equivalent to no B-field or one that is vertical). For Mars, 

as described above, vertical plasma diffusion operates to the point where draped B-lines 

hinder flow and re-direct dynamics from vertical to horizontal.  This occurs in the topside 

ionosphere and, for the estimates to be made here, we will assume that flare-induced vertical 

fluxes ultimately become horizontal escape fluxes.  

To address the topic, we use the simulation results for Ne(h), Te(h) and Ti(h) described 

in Matta et al. (2014) for the Martian pre-flare ionosphere (heights between 80 and 400 km). 

The model runs were conducted for the solar minimum conditions appropriate for the Viking-

1 descent probes that provided the first in-situ observations of those quantities at Mars 

(Hanson et al., 1977; Hanson & Mantas, 1988; Mayyasi & Mendillo, 2015).  From Figures 8 

and 9 in Matta et al. (2014), we extract the following values: 

 

zo = 200 km 

No = 1x10
10 

e
-
/m

3
 

Te = 4000 K 

Ti = 2000 K 

mi(O2
+
) = 53.4 x 10

-27
 kg 

g  = 3.8 m/sec
2 

k = 1.381 x 10
-23

 J/K 

H = 400 km 
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For a flare that increases the electron density at zo by 10% (∆No = 1 x 10
9 

e
-
/m

3
) in 10 

minutes (∆t = 600 second), the pressure term in equation (1) gives Vz = 67 m/sec for the 

velocity independent of altitude.  For the altitude-dependent second term in equation (1), if 

the electron temperature increased from a constant value of 4000
 
K to 5000

 
K in 600 seconds, 

the following values occur for Vz: 114 m/sec at 200 km, 143 m/sec at 300 km, 157 m/sec at 

350 km, and 171 m/sec at 400 km.  The upward flux of O2
+
 at 350 km (Flux = Ne x Vz) for 

the Viking-1 simulation was 2.4 x 10
11

 ions/m
2
/sec (from 3 x 10

9
 e

-
/m

3
 x 80 m/sec)—a value 

we use to portray the pre-flare estimate.  Using a 10% increase in electron density at 350 km 

due to the flare, and the vertical speed of 157 m/sec calculated for that altitude for the thermal 

term, the flux at 350 km becomes 5.2 x 10
11

 ions/m
2
/sec (3.3 x 10

9
 e

-
/m

3
 x 157 m/sec).   This 

rough calculation thus suggests that a flare can double the escape of plasma over the dayside 

ionosphere of Mars—for at least the duration of the flare’s most active period (10-20 

minutes).  Integrated over the full dayside (hemispheric) surface area at the top of the Martian 

ionosphere (~10
14

 m
2
), the total plasma escape rate is ~5 x 10

25
/sec. This is a factor of ten 

higher than plasma escape rates quoted in the introduction, but of course its impact is only for 

tens of minutes.  Over a four billion year period of solar flares, however, it is perhaps not a 

minor contributor to escape, and especially so where the Sun was far more active early in the 

solar system’s history.    

6 What did MAVEN observe? 

We now summarize the ionospheric observations made by the Langmuir Probe and 

Wave (LPW) instrument onboard the MAVEN satellite during the two flare events of 

September 2017.  At flare onset on 10 September 2017 (15:50 UT), MAVEN was at an 

altitude of 5937 km and thus well beyond the ionosphere.  On 17 September 2017, flare onset 

was at 11:45 UT, and MAVEN was again near apo-apse altitudes (6047 km).  Prior to both 

flares, there were observations within the ionosphere that we use as control curves for 

judging post-flare observations made on the subsequent orbit.  The orbits and times of these 

observations are given in Table 1 (noting that orbit numbers change at peri-apse, and “in 

ionosphere” is taken to be below 400 km). 

MAVEN observations within the ionosphere thus relate to solar flare “late times” as 

defined above. Figure 5 shows the temporal relationships between altitude and solar zenith 

angles for these orbits.  For each event, the top panel shows MAVEN’s orbital altitude versus 

time using a dashed line.  The time of the flare is marked by a solid dot, and the time span 

within the ionosphere (h < 400 km) is shown by the heavy shading of the trajectory. The 

lower panels show solar zenith angles using the same format.  

The high solar zenith angle domains shown in Figure 5 are the ones usually associated 

with radio occultation experiments (ROX).  If early time observations within the ionosphere 

had been possible by MAVEN, anticipated flare effects would have been similar to those 

documented in previous ROX studies (Fallows et al., 2015; Mahajan, 2009; Mendillo et al., 

2006). A major difference, however, is that occultation experiments sample a small range of 

latitudes and longitudes during a short time period.  During the ~20 minutes that MAVEN 

spent below 400 km on each of the orbits shown above, a rather large latitude range was 

sampled (see Table S1). Given this coverage, and the fact that flares impact the entire dayside 

hemisphere, we decided to average the inbound and outbound observations of electron 

densities and electron temperatures to obtain single pre-flare and post-flare ionospheric 

profiles.  The results are shown in Figure 6.  

The LPW observations of electron density (Ne) and electron temperature (Te) below 

400 km, taken before and after the strong flare of 10 September 2017, reveal two signatures.  
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The ionospheric patterns below ~225 km exhibit the “late flare” scenario described earlier 

(Thiemann et al., 2015) and contemporaneously by several authors dealing with this 

September 2017 period (e.g., Thiemann et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018; Jain et al., 2018). 

Enhancements at fixed heights are due to ionization of the expanded neutral atmosphere and 

reduced Te values are due to enhanced cooling to the higher CO2 densities at those heights.  

Here we focus on higher altitudes.  Between 300 – 400 km, depletions in Ne are observed and 

they are associated with elevated Te values. Is this a signature of plasma escape driven by 

elevated plasma temperatures so long after the flare?  Possibly, but unlikely.  The pattern 

above 300 km is certainly the opposite of that found at lower heights (h < 225 km).  Yet, the 

cooling process for electrons itself varies with height from energy loss to neutrals at low 

altitudes to other means (e.g., cooling to ions to neutrals) in a topside ionosphere (Schunk & 

Nagy, 2009).  Thus, at low altitudes Ne and Te are anti-correlated due to neutrals, while high 

in the topside ionosphere Ne and Te are anti-correlated due to plasma heat sharing processes.  

The Te(h) profile in Figure 6 (top right) for pre-flare conditions appears typical—with 

a strong positive gradient to ~200 km merging to a near constant value above.  The post-flare 

Te(h) profile has the strong gradient at low altitudes continue to ~300 km where reduced Ne 

values appear with higher Te values.  Guided by the results in Figure 6 for pre-flare 

conditions, it is possible to estimate the type of dynamics possible by use of equation (1). For 

input conditions, we adopted zo = 200 km, No = 6 x 10
9
 e

-
/cm

3
, Te = 2000 K, and Ti 

(assumed) = 1000 K.  If the flare caused a 10% increase in No, and Te to increase by 1000 K, 

the resultant upward drifts would be 34 m/sec for the thermal term, and 114 m/sec to 225 

m/sec for drifts between 200 km and 400 km. Unfortunately, these are no plasma drift 

observations available to compare with such estimates.  

Equally unfortunate is that turning to the 17 September data set (lower panels of 

Figure 6) sheds no additional light on the problem.  As shown in Figure 3, this was a less 

energetic flare and the LPW data in the lower panels of Figure 6 exhibit no changes from pre-

flare conditions below 200 km, and virtually none above.  

We integrated the MAVEN Ne(h) profiles shown in Figure 6 and found the following 

changes in the total electron content(TEC) from peri-apse to 400 km (using TEC units of 10
15

 

e
-
/m

2
): 1.5 to 1.7 TECU on 10 September 2017, and 0.9 to 1.1 TECU on 17 September 2017.  

These are not complete TEC values since they do not include the portions of the ionosphere 

below ~150 km (including the peak electron density).  For solar zenith angles in the range 

65
o
-85

o
 during average solar flux conditions of September 2017, the Mars Initial Reference 

Ionosphere (MIRI) model (Sirius.bu.edu/miri/) gives full TEC values in the range 2.5 to 4.5 

TECU, as derived using observations from the SHARAD radar on the MRO spacecraft 

(Mendillo et al. 2017b).  No evidence for TEC enhancements at late times can be drawn from 

these observations. 

Finally, we note that there was a previous, relatively weak M-class flare that occurred 

close to a time when MAVEN was within the ionosphere (24 March 2015, as described in 

Thiemann et al., 2015).  Due to spacecraft operational reasons, the solar irradiance profile 

was incomplete and thus early versus late time ionospheric effects cannot be identified.  For 

completeness, the available solar and LPW data are shown in the Supporting Information. 

7 Summary 

We have investigated the possibility of ionospheric enhancements and upward plasma 

dynamics due to solar flares being a candidate contributor to plasma escape at Mars.  A solar 

active region in September 2017 produced flares that impacted the Earth’s ionosphere on 6 

September, and then the Martian ionosphere on 10 and 17 September.  At Earth, where flare 
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effects upon the ionosphere are well documented, past observations showed a surge in 

upward plasma drift of flare-induced electron density enhancements driven by increases in 

electron temperature.  The consistency of that pattern was again observed from observations 

on 6 September by the Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar.  The locations of the MAVEN 

spacecraft at the times of the flares on 10 and 17 September were at heights of ~6000 km and 

thus well above the ionosphere where “early time” flare effects could not be observed.  

Ionospheric data taken below 400 km became available two hours after the flares and show 

possible signs of lingering flare effects—with the stronger flare event of 10 September being 

the more likely candidate.  Estimates of the magnitudes of flare-induced upward drifts (and 

escape rates) at Mars were made using a model validated by terrestrial observations, and the 

results suggest significant escape possibilities.  .  In Section V, for example, using equation 

(1) with simulation values appropriate for the Viking-1 conditions, the estimate for the flare 

scenario at Mars resulted in the “pressure term” constant upward speed value of 67 m/sec, 

with the altitude dependent “thermal term” speeds ranging from 114 m/sec at 200 km to 171 

m/sec at 350 km.  For the 10 September 2017 conditions in Figure 6, the equation (1) 

simulation estimates were 34 m/sec for the pressure term and 114 – 225 m/sec (200-400 km) 

for the thermal term.  The electron densities at 350 km were 3 x 10
3
 e

-
/cm

3
 for Viking 

simulations (Figure 8 in Matta et al., 2014), and 2 x 10
3
 e

-
/cm

3
 for the MAVEN case (Figure 

6, upper left).  Thus, use of equation (1) for estimates of upward speeds had comparable 

Viking-MAVEN background values. 

No published model of the Martian ionosphere has self-consistently simulated the 

overall scenario of solar flare effects, and in particular the electron temperature changes that 

could provoke the early time escape effects predicted in our study. Hopefully that situation 

will change, and new flare events (with X-class magnitudes) will be observed by MAVEN 

instruments while within the ionosphere, allowing for tests of the mechanism proposed here. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Pre and post flare orbits summary. 

 10 September 2017 17 September 2017 

Pre-Flare Orbits 
5716 (Inbound) 13:06 - 13:16 (UT) 5753 (Inbound) 09:10 - 09:20 (UT) 

5717 (Outbound) 13:16 - 13:26 (UT) 5754 (Outbound) 09:20 - 09:29 (UT) 

Flare Onset 15:50 (UT) 11:45 (UT) 

Post-Flare Orbits 

5717 (Inbound) 17:32 - 17:42 (UT) 5754 (Inbound) 13:36 - 13:46 (UT) 

5718 (Outbound) 17:42 - 17:52 (UT) 5755 (Outbound) 13:46 - 13:55 (UT) 

∆time from flare 

onset to peri-apse 
1

hr
 52

min
 2

hr
 1

min
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Figure 1.  Observations of changes in the electron density profile on 7 August 1972 made by 

the Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar (ISR).  Solar radio flux observations at 35,000 

MHz showed that a large solar flare occurred at 15:15 UT with peak emission at 15:22 UT 

(Mendillo et al., 1974).   The ISR measurements shown refer to pre-flare, flaring, and post-

flare times, and electron density is given in cm
-3

. Note that the largest changes in electron 

density occur in the lower ionosphere (E-layer), with smaller changes at all altitude in the F-

layer (after Mendillo & Evans, 1974). 
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Figure 2. Millstone Hill ISR observations of ion temperatures, electron temperatures and 

bulk plasma drifts versus height during the flare event depicted in Figure 1.  Note that the 

profiles with the solid line pertain to peak flare times and show large enhancements in 

electron temperature and upward plasma drift (after Mendillo & Evans, 1974). 
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Figure 3. Solar X-ray (< 100 A) and EUV (>100 A) wavelength-summed fluxes vs time for 

four events:  7 August 1972 to document a past event and 6, 10 and 17 September 2017 used 

in this study. 
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Figure 4. Millstone Hill observations of Earth ionospheric response during the X9 flare event 

at 11:53 UT on September 6, 2017.  Bottom: E and F region measurements of electron 

density (left) and electron temperature (middle) at 100-350 km. Top: Topside ionosphere 

measurements of electron density (left), electron temperature (middle left), vertical velocity 

(middle right), and total ionospheric flux (right) at 350-600 km. For each panel, pre-flare 

(blue), flare maximum (red), and post-flare (black) curves are given, with dashed lines for 

E/F region profiles and solid lines for topside region profiles. Bottom right: 1-8 A solar flux 

as measured by the GOES-15 spacecraft during 9 – 18 UT, with times of the three 

ionospheric topside profiles marked with corresponding colors and line styles. 
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Figure 5. (top panels) The positions of the MAVEN spacecraft during the solar flare events 

of 10 and 17 September 2017.  Dashed lines give altitude versus time, with the dots near peri-

apse indicating the times of flares, and the shading indicates times when the spacecraft was 

below 400 km. (bottom panels) The variation in solar zenith angles during the orbits shown 

above.  At the time of the flare on 10 September 2017, MAVEN was at 5937 km, latitude = 

59.1
o
 South, longitude = 136.3

o 
East, and solar zenith angle (SZA) = 106.6

o
.  For the 17 

September flare, MAVEN was at height = 6047 km, latitude = 49.9
o 
South longitude = 246.6

o 

East, and SZA = 114.9
o
.  During peri-apse passage, MAVEN sampled SZAs between ~65

o
-

83
o
 (10

th
) and ~58

o
-78

o
 (17

th
). 
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Figure 6. Observations by MAVEN’s Langmuir Probe and Waves (LPW) instrument on the 

days of 10 September 2017 (top) and 17 September 2017 (bottom). Electron densities are on 

the left and electron temperatures on the right. Averages of the inbound and outbound 

observations for the pre-flare peri-apse pass below 400 km are shown by red symbols, while 

those for the post-flare passes are in Green. All symbols represent 10-km averages.  The 

spikes in Te and Ne at ~270 km on 17 September (lower panels) are reliable data points, but 

effects not related to photon flux enhancements. 

 


